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Morphosyntactic tagging and syntactic parsing are key parts of 
Natural Language processing. Many systems now reach exploitable 
results for written French texts (Véronis, 2000; Clément, 2001), but 
there were rare attempts to automatically annotate spoken textual data 
(see though Mertens, 2002; Valli et Véronis, 1999). Indeed, existing 
software are inadequate to analyse texts transcribed from speech and 
face specific problems, all related to the nature of the data: 
 
• for theoretical reasons (Blanche-Benveniste and Jeanjean, 
1987), transcriptions of speech do not contain punctuation 
marks; nevertheless, most of  the tools in Natural Language 
Processing are based on these marks in order to perform an 
initial segmentation of the text; 
• texts include meta information that does not need linguistic 
analysis (e.g. names of speakers, information on enunciation 
context) 
• texts contain lexical particularities specific to speech 
• finally, spoken texts are full of disfluencies, i.e. locations in 
the speech flow where the syntactic linearity is broken because 
it is interrupted for some time at a particular position on the 
syntagmatic axis: e.g. overlapping statements, word fragments, 
self-correction... 
Although spoken corpus annotation does not seem to be a specific 
problem (Benzitoun et al., 2004) given the fact that there is no 
 grammar for spoken to be opposed to a grammar for written (Blanche-
Benveniste et al., 1990), the problems listed above need to be solved 
to obtain effective annotation systems. Indeed, we will see that speech 
transcriptions form a “new type” of texts with specificities that have to 
be taken into account by the analysers. In particular, disfluencies 
constitute a practical issue for automatic analysis of spoken texts, as 
many authors have already noted by reference to different languages 
(Adda-Decker et al., 2003; Bénard, 2005; Benzitoun, 2004; Benzitoun 
et al., 2004; Garside, 1995; Guénot, 2005; Nivre and Grönqvist, 2001; 
Oostdijk, 2003; Valli et Véronis, 1999, etc.). The specificities of 
spoken language considerably reduce the performance of tools 
initially implemented for standard written texts. The solutions adopted 
by the researchers in order to deal with the disfluencies are strongly 
dependent on the chosen approach, the task to be carried out and the 
tools that are being used. 
Our solution consists in implementing a preprocessing module 
which normalises spoken texts in order to make them compatible with 
standard NLP tools. On the basis of a corpus of almost 500.000 words 
from the textual data bank of spontaneous spoken French of VALIBEL1 
research centre, we have especially studied four types of disfluencies: 
repetition, word fragments, immediate self-correction and the word 
euh, called “filled pause”. We have shown the regularity of these 
phenomena in the corpus (which are the words, part-of-speech and 
syntactic structures involved), and the numerous interactions between 
them. In this paper, we will show how these four types of disfluencies 
were automatically identified in texts. The principle we used was to 
annotate the part of the disfluency called reparandum (according to 
the terminology in Shriberg, 1994), in order to keep only the repair 
part (see below). 
The paper is organised as follows. Firstly, we describe the 
specificities of the spoken corpus used. Then, we formalise speech 
particularities in order to be easily identified by the preprocessing 
tool. Finally, we present the resulting tool and its outputs. 
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 VALIBEL for VAriétés LInguistiques du français en BELgique: 
http://www.uclouvain.be/valibel.html 
 1. Speech transcription 
Speech transcription is not an easy task. Blanche-Benveniste and 
Jeanjean (1987) showed with French examples that it does not only 
consist for the transcribers in putting into written form what he/she 
hears. Transcribing requires making choices at different levels (what 
to be transcribed? How to transcribe?). It involves an analytic and 
interpretative work that has been called “translation” (Cheepen, 1995), 
“heuristic representation” (Mondada, 2000) or “deformation” (Bally, 
1935). 
From its creation in 1989, the VALIBEL research centre, which 
constructs and exploits large spoken corpora, established explicit 
transcription guidelines (Dister et al., 2006). They follow three main 
principles: use of standard spelling, no use of punctuation marks and 
emphasis on the speech specificities in the data (Dister and Simon, 
2007). 
1.1. Use of standard spelling 
The transcriptions we deal with rigorously follow standard 
spelling conventions. Therefore, there are no graphical deformations 
that would consist in making a strict correspondence with the 
pronunciation2, as it can be frequently found in noble dialogues. From 
a spelling perspective, transcriptions cannot be distinguished from 
standard written French: no wild elisions (e.g. j’suis standing for je 
suis (I am), p’tit for petit (little)), no graphical “monsters” (e.g. ché 
pas pour je sais pas (I don't know), pasque for parce que (because)). 
All lexemes used can be found in standard texts as listed in language 
references like dictionaries. From a Natural Language Processing 
perspective, words are analysed on the basis of lexical resources 
containing them. 
1.2. No punctuation marks 
Usually, corpora of speech transcriptions built for linguistic 
research do not contain punctuation marks. Indeed, there exist no strict 
correspondences between prosodic phenomena and written 
punctuation. A short pause does not always correspond to a comma in 
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 When necessary, transcribers can add pronunciation information in meta-tags.  
 written texts. Furthermore, a longer pause does not systematically 
imply the use of stronger punctuation marks.   
Blanche-Benveniste and Jeanjean (1987: 139) plead for speech 
transcriptions with no punctuation marks. They argue that their use 
implies that transcribers suggest an analysis before having performed 
it. This is why the notion of sentence has been abandoned in the 
studies on speech production. Therefore, we might wonder what 
minimal unit is required by NLP tools that need sentence 
segmentation. 
Although punctuation marks are not used to annotate the corpus, 
silent pauses are inserted to help reading. There are three degrees of 
pause that were subjectively assigned depending their duration: / 
(short pause), // (long pause), /// (silence). 
1.3. Emphasis on spoken specificities 
Disfluencies 
Studies on spoken language highlighted specific phenomena that 
are generally called disfluencies. They correspond to locations of the 
speech flow where the linearity is broken because it stops for some 
time on the syntagmatic axis. We name this way punctuation words 
(ben, bon...), the filled pause euh (uh), repetition of words or word 
sequences (cf. 2.1), immediate self-corrections such as le la fille (the 
the girl, cf. 2.2), word fragments (transcribed with the slash symbol /: 
à Bru/ à Bruxelles (in Bru/ in Brussels), cf. 2.3), etc. 
Disfluency transcription demands a careful attention from 
transcribers, in order to write down such phenomena that are usually 
filtered by an ordinary listening. Indeed, they are so frequent in 
spontaneous speech that we unconsciously tend to ignore these marks.  
Speaking slots 
The sound continuum, that has become linear with the 
transcription, is divided into speaking slots, defined by the change of 
speaker. In our transcriptions, the sequencing of speaking slots is 
presented horizontally: words of the speakers succeed to each other 
top-down on the screen. Each paragraph represents the intervention of 
a speaker. 
This organisation that Edwards (1995) calls vertical format is 
coherent with our reading habits: we start reading from the top of the 
 screen and what we read before occurs in time before we read after. 
Theatre texts adopted this format from a long time. 
Overlapping statements 
In standard spontaneous conversations, it is very frequent that two 
or more persons speak at the same time. We therefore have 
overlapping speech statements. In our transcription convention, 
symbols | and - delimit overlapping segments (|- for the beginning of 
the overlapping and -| for the end). For instance, in the following 
transcription 
L1 je le connais |- depuis longtemps 
L2 oui tu -| l’avais rencontré à mon mariage 
L1 I know him |- for a long time 
L2 yes you -| had met him at my wedding 
speaker L2 starts to speak while a speaker L1 is already speaking; L2 
continues and L1 stops. 
However, it can happen than the second speaker starts to speak 
during the first speaker’ speech, but the latter keeps on speaking after 
the overlap. We then have an internal overlapping segment that is 
transcribed as following: 
L1 je l’aime |- vraiment beaucoup <L2> je sais -| ce chercheur 
1.4. Transcription example 
ileGF0 une une trémie / ça veut dire quoi 
ilePA2 une trémie justement une trémie i/ |- c’est une < ileGF0> oui -| un 
tunnel une trémie chez nous c’est / c’est le c’est c’est ce qu’on appelle un 
tunnel 
ileGF0 ah d’accord 
ilePA2 hein |- mais < ileGF0> mm -| une pet/ un petit tunnel qui n’est pas 
très long 
ileGF0 mm 
ilePA2 or une trémie euh grammaticalement c’est une chose qui s’en/ qui 
s’enfonce plutôt dans la terre 
ileGF0 a a hopper / what does it mean 
ilePA2 a hopper precisely a hopper i/ |- it’s a < ileGF0> yes -| a tunnel a 
hopper in our country it’s / it’s the it’s it’s what is called a tunnel 
ileGF0 oh well ! 
ilePA2 eh |- but < ileGF0> mm -| a lit/ a little tunnel which is not very long 
 ileGF0 mm 
ilePA2 now a hopper er grammatically it’s a thing which pen/ penetrates in 
the earth 
2. Identifying disfluencies 
Shriberg (1994: 7-9), following Levelt (1989), represented the 
disfluent sequence by splitting it into four distinct elements 
corresponding to three regions: 
 
 
• reparandum: the reparandum (RM) is the part produced by the 
speaker that will not be kept and that will be replaced later by the 
repair; 
• interrupting point: the interrupting point (IP) is the moment of the 
speech that coincides with the end of the reparandum. It has an empty 
textual content; 
• interregnum3: the interregnum (IM) is the region that begins at the 
end of the reparandum and ends at the begining of the repair. It can 
contain an editing term, i.e. a silent pause, a filled pause, or several 
attempts of unachieved reformulation; 
• repair: the repair (RR) indicates the correction of the reparandum. 
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 The interregnum corresponds to Levelt’s editing phrase. 
 For a long time, researchers showed regularities constraining 
disfluencies, especially in English (Blankenship et Kay, 1964; Cook, 
1971). This regularity also observed in our data will allow us to 
formalise effectively this phenomena4 and automatically identify them 
during the preprocess stage.  
For us, the preprocessing stage for disfluencies consists in 
identifying the reparandum and the repair. At the final state of the 
process, the reparandum would be assigned a specific tag in order to 
only take into account the repair part in further automatic analyses 
(e.g. morphosyntactic tagging, chunking, etc.). 
2.1. Repetitions 
A repetition is a sequence of two (or more) contiguous graphically 
identical forms. The identical forms can be words or groups of words 
such in the example below involving repetitions of words sans 
(without) and la (the): 
ilrMS1 je sais pas / parler sans accent pour moi c’est sans // sans // sans 
bafouiller sans / sans sans se tromper de mots quoi sans sans sans que la 
la langue fourche quoi [ilrMS1r] 
ilrMS1 I don’t know / to speak without an accent for me it’s without // without 
// stamming without / without without getting the wrong word what without 
without without a slip of the tongue what 
Repetitions temporary break the linearity of the statement, by 
staying on the same location of the syntagmatic axis. The grid 
representation proposed by (Blanche-Benveniste et al., 1979), allows 
for taking account of the phenomenom. It superposes repeated terms: 
ilrMS1 je sais pas / parler sans accent pour moi 
c’est sans 
     // sans 
      // sans bafouiller sans 
                               / sans 
                                 sans se tromper de mots quoi sans 
                                                                                 sans 
                                                                                 sans que la 
                                                                                                la langue fourche  
                                                                                                                    quoi 
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 It is based on a systematic linguistic study of the disfluencies and silent pause 
marks occurring in a 440.000-word corpus (around 40 hours of speech). For more 
details, see Dister, 2007. 
 ilrMS1 je sais pas / parler sans accent pour moi c’est {sans // sans //, 
.IGN+rep } sans bafouiller {sans / sans, .IGN+rep } sans se tromper de 
mots quoi {sans sans, .IGN+rep } sans que {la,.IGN+rep} la langue 
fourche quoi 
The reparandum plus interregnum parts are tagged between curly 
brackets with the tag IGN+rep (IGN for ignore and rep for repetition). 
2.2. Immediate self-correction 
Immediate self-correction phenomena are variants of repetition 
ones. In self-correction, one of the morphosyntactic features of the 
repeated element varies, as it is shown below. 
ileFN1 et le journalisme et puis euh le les études de journalisme en soi ne 
me plaisaient pas [ileFN1r] 
and I did not like journalism and er studying journalism in itself  
In the example, les is the plural form of le. 
The tagging is the same as the one for repetitions, except the tag 
cor for correction. 
ileFN1 et le journalisme et puis euh {le,.IGN+cor} les études de journalisme 
en soi ne me plaisaient pas [ileFN1r] 
2.3. Word fragments 
A word fragment consists of an interruption of the morpheme 
being enunciated. According to the terminology in Pallaud (2002), 
word fragments can be divided into three categories: completed word 
fragments, corrected word fragments and unachieved word fragments. 
The three cases are illustrated respectively in the following 
statements: 
iljDV1 apprendre ça c’est transm/ transmettre un savoir donc ça c’est 
apprendre communiquer euh euh (…) [iljDV1r] 
to teach this is to pass a knowledge on so this is to teach to communicate er 
er 
accFJ1 (…) j’ai été à plusieurs reprises avec mes parents en Auvergne je 
trouvais aussi qu’ils avaient aussi un accent qui était pas mal euh // typique / 
par contre les J/ les Bretons j’ai jamais su / jamais vu qu’ils avaient d’accent 
moi (…) [accFJ1r] 
 I’ve been on many occasions with my parents in the Auvergne so I found 
they had too an accent which was quite er // typical / on the other hand / 
Bretons I’ve never known / never seen they had an accent I (…) 
ilrVI2 m quand un néerlandophone parle français / euh je trouve que ça ne 
fait pas bien du tout / par rapport à quelqu’un qui parle bien fran/ comme un 
Bruxellois par exemple (…) [ilrVI2r] 
m when a Dutch speaker speaks French / er I find it doesn’t make it at all / in 
comparison with somebody who speaks good Fren/ like a person from 
Brussels for instance (…) 
The two first types of word fragments are subject to the same type 
of annotation as repetitions and immediate self-correction (the tag is 
frag). The unachieved word fragments are also annotated but without 
the repair part. 
3. Text segmentation 
The prepocessing is not only limited to the tagging of the 
disfluencies. It also requires a new segmentation of the texts, that 
consists in extracting internal overlapping segments and segmenting 
speaking slots into smaller parts. 
3.1. Speaking slots and overlapping segments 
Like disfluencies, overlapping markers break the linearity of the 
reading. We though observed that in almost all cases, a speech 
overlapping is not a syntactic break of the statement: the speaker 
being overlapped continues speaking as if he/she were not interrupted. 
In the preprocessing stage, we annotate the starting and ending 
markers of the overlapping segments with the tags IGN+over 
and.IGN+overEnd. The speaking slots are identified by unique 
numbers (e.g. #245). For internal overlapping fragments, we extract 
them in the form of a new speaking slot being referred by the 
overlapped speech fragment (e.g. @246). Both examples given in 
section 1.3 are respectively transformed as follows: 
{#123,.IGN+slot} {L1,.IGN+speaker} je le connais {|-,.IGN+over} depuis 
longtemps 
{#124,.IGN+slot} {L2,.IGN+speaker} oui tu {-|,.IGN+overEnd} l’avais 
rencontré à mon mariage 
 {#245,.IGN+slot} {L1,.IGN+speaker} je l’aime {|-,.IGN+over} vraiment 
vraiment beaucoup @246{-|,.IGN+overEnd} ce chercheur 
{#246,.IGN+slot} {L1,.IGN+speaker}je sais 
3.2. Sentence segmentation 
Traditionally, Natural Language Processing tools work on the 
sentence level. Therefore, the first task to do is to segment the 
graphical chain into tokens (roughly speaking words) and in 
sentences. Nevertheless, our transcriptions do not contain any 
punctuation marks and the only a priori segmentation available is the 
one in speaking slots. As some slots are very long, it is necessary to 
cut the text into smaller units. For this, we examined whether silent 
pauses could be the basis of a relevant initial segmentation for 
automatic annotation. Following studies by Duez (1991) and Candea 
(2000), we made the hypothesis that transcribers put silent pauses at 
preferential location in terms of syntactic structure of the text, 
allowing for relevant regrouping for automatic analysis. In practice, it 
seems that long pause and silence marks are good candidates for text 
segmentation in smaller units corresponding roughly to chunks 
(Abney, 1991), with a low error rate (see Dister, 2008 for further 
details of the analysis). 
4. Outputs 
The preprocessing part handles other phenomena in spoken texts 
such as the speaker identification, the tagging of euh (uh), phonetic or 
paralinguistic markers, etc. The principle is the same: tagging text 
portions with tag IGN indicating to the analyzer that it has to ignore it. 
The sample given in section 1.4 is then transformed by our tool in: 
 
{S}{#1,.IGN+slot}{ileGF0,.IGN+speaker} {une,.IGN+rep} une trémie 
{/,.IGN+meta} ça veut dire quoi {S} 
{S}{#2,.IGN+slot} {ilePA2,.IGN+speaker} une trémie justement une trémie 
{i/,.IGN+frag} {|-@3,.IGN+over} c'est {une,.IGN+corr} {-|,.IGN+overEnd} un 
tunnel une trémie chez nous {c’est,.IGN+rep} {/,.IGN+meta} c’est le 
{c’est,.IGN+rep} c’est ce qu’on appelle un tunnel {S} 
{S}{#3,.IGN+slot} { ileGF0,.IGN+speaker} oui {S} 
{S}{#4,.IGN+slot} {ileGF0,.IGN+speaker} ah d’accord {S} 
{S}{#5,.IGN+slot} {ilePA2,.IGN+speaker} hein {|-@6,.IGN+over} mais {-
|,.IGN+overEnd} {une pet/,.IGN+frag} un petit tunnel qui n’est pas très long 
{S} 
 {S}{#6,.IGN+slot} {ileGF0,.IGN+speaker} mm {S} 
{S}{#7,.IGN+slot} {ileGF0,.IGN+speaker} mm {S} 
{S}{#8,.IGN+slot} {ilePA2,.IGN+speaker} or une trémie {euh,.IGN+euh} 
grammaticalement c’est une chose {qui s’en/,.IGN+frag} qui s’enfonce plutôt 
dans la terre {S} 
5. Conclusions 
The specificities of texts transcripted from speech rise problems 
for syntactic and morphosyntactic analyzers. In this paper, we 
described a preprocessing tool allowing for handling the difficulties 
inherent to speech transcriptions. The good results obtained by a 
morphosyntactic tagger (Dister, 2007) and a chunker chunks (Blanc et 
al., 2008) show the relevancy of our choices. 
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